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Abstract. Mediation is concerned with handling heterogeneities that
potentially occur between resources that shall interoperate. Heterogeneity being an inherent characteristic of open and distributed environments
like the Internet, mediation becomes a core issue for next generation
Web technologies. Recent developments around the Semantic Web and
Semantic Web services address mediation on the data level and on the
process level. This paper identiﬁes the teleological level as a novel level of
mediation that deals with heterogeneities of capabilities as the functional
descriptions of Web services and service requests. The central mediation
technique therefore are so-called ∆-relations that explicitly denote the
logical relationships between capabilities. These can be used to perform
central reasoning tasks for Semantic Web Services by simple inferences
instead of more complex reasoning procedures, hence allow gaining eﬃciency in Semantic Web service technologies.

1

Introduction

The initial Web service technology stack around SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI remains on a syntactic level for describing Web services that limits Web service
usage to manual inspection and integration. As this is considered to fail as a basis
for dynamic service-oriented architectures, the emerging discipline of Semantic
Web services develops semantically enabled technologies for automated discovery, composition, communication, cooperation, and execution of Web services.
On basis of exhaustive semantic description frameworks and usage of ontologies
as the underlying data model, Semantic Web services strive towards an integrated technology for realizing the vision of the Semantic Web [19], [6].
Apart from enabling advanced techniques for automated Web service usage,
a main merit of Semantic Web service technology is the inherent support for handling heterogeneities on a semantic level [8]. Heterogeneity is an inherent characteristic of the Internet that hampers successful and eﬃcient inter-operation
of Web services, requests, and other resources. Semantic resource descriptions
allow utilization of semantically enabled techniques for depicting and resolving
heterogeneities. This is commonly referred to as mediation, wherefore diﬀerent
levels are distinguished with respect to the type of heterogeneities that can occur
and techniques used for handling these.

The most prominent frameworks for Semantic Web services address mediation as follows. OWL-S [18] deﬁnes an ontology for semantically describing Web
services that is comprised of Service Proﬁles, Service Models, and Grounding
as top-level elements. Mediation is not considered as a central element but as
an architectural aspect arising in concrete Web service systems. However, the
intention of OWL-S is to provide a semantic description model for Web services
while leaving technology development open to respective eﬀorts; following this,
OWL-S is declared to be orthogonal to mediation [23]. In contrast, the Web
Service Modeling Ontology WSMO [16] depicts mediation as an integral aspect
and hence deﬁnes an architectural model for mediators along with techniques
for handling heterogeneities at diﬀerent levels.
Ongoing research and development eﬀorts on mediation address the data
level including heterogeneities on terminologies and representation formats, and
the process level as mismatches in Web service communication and cooperation.
This paper identiﬁes an additional level of mediation that deals with heterogeneities between functional descriptions of Web services and requests. Arising
from decoupled and decentralized development, these might not hamper Web
service usage but can cause signiﬁcant decelerations in automated Web service
technologies. This can be overcome by explicitly deﬁning the logical relationship between functional descriptions that allow replacing complex procedures
for central reasoning tasks by simpler inferences. We refer to this as the teleological level of mediation wherefore this paper presents so-called ∆-relations as
the main mediation technique and usage in mediators for gaining eﬃciency in
Semantic Web service technology.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 recalls the state of aﬀairs in
mediation techniques developed for Semantic Web services and introduces the
teleological level of mediation; Section 3 presents the deﬁnition of ∆-relations
and their usage in mediators; Section 4 exposes the beneﬁts of teleological level
mediation within exemplary scenarios; Section 5 discusses related work, and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Mediation Levels and Techniques

In order to motivate the new level of mediation introduced in this paper, the
following recalls the need for mediation within Semantic Web services and depicts
the potential beneﬁts and requirements for teleological level mediation.
Semantic Web services aims at developing integrated technology for automating the complete Web service usage process [12]. This consists of the following,
possibly iterative steps wherefore semantically enabled mechanisms are developed. At ﬁrst, create Web service implementations along with their semantic description and make them accessible (publication), then detect appropriate Web
services for solving a given request (discovery) or combine several services therefore (composition), choose the most adequate Web service out of the applicable
ones for a request (selection), and ﬁnally access the chosen Web service (invocation) and control the information interchange for completing the service usage

(conversation). Orthogonal to this, heterogeneities might occur that hamper
automated Web services usage. Handling these is subject to mediation that becomes a major concern in Semantic Web and Semantic Web service technologies
with regard to the open and decentralized nature of the Web.
Hence, architectural models for Semantic Web services are proclaimed that
treat mediation as a ﬁrst class citizen [8]. Following [25], a mediator is an architectural component capable of establishing interoperability of resources if not
given a priori by resolving heterogeneities. Aiming at generic, domain and application independent mediation facilities, mediation techniques are envisioned that
work declarative resource descriptions for detecting and handling heterogeneity
on the semantic level. The ultimate aim of an integrated mediation framework
as aspired in WSMO [20] is to provide means for handling and resolving all
kinds of heterogeneities that might hamper Web service usage. Therefore, potentially occurring heterogeneities are classiﬁed into diﬀerent levels with respect
to the distinct mediation techniques and architectural requirements needed for
handling these. The following inspects heterogeneity types and respective mediation levels along with recent developments and then reveals the necessity for
teleological level mediation.
2.1

Data and Process Level Mediation

One kind of heterogeneity that can occur is usage of diﬀerent terminologies by
entities that shall interchange information. Within ontology-based environments
like Semantic Web services, this means that heterogeneous ontologies are used
as the terminological basis for element descriptions which hinders prosperous
information interchange. Mediation techniques for handling terminological mismatches on an ontological level are ontology mapping, merging, and alignment,
collectively referred to as ontology integration techniques [1]. Mismatches that
hamper information interchange can also result from usage of diﬀerent data representation formats or technical transfer protocols. A suitable way of resolving
such heterogeneities is to lift the data from the syntactic to an ontological level,
resolve the mismatches on this level, and then lower them again to the syntactic
representation [22]. Because these two types of heterogeneity can be handled by
similar techniques, they are consolidated as data level mediation [21].
Another type of heterogeneity can occur on the behavioral level that hamper
entities from interacting successfully with respect to their individual business
processes. For instance, at some point during the interaction of a requester R
with a Web service S, R expects an acknowledgement while S waits for the next
input; so, the interaction process between R and S runs into a deadlock situation. Such heterogeneities can be resolved by inspecting the individual business
processes of the entities that shall interact and establish a valid process for interaction on basis of generic mediation operations on business processes. This is
referred to as process level mediation [4].
The need for data and process level mediation for establishing interoperability
of Web services and related elements if not given a priori has already been
indicated in [8].

2.2

Functional Heterogeneity

Realization of Semantic Web technology reveals another type of heterogeneity
that occurs as functional diﬀerences between Web services and requests. With
respect to the distributed nature of the Web and the accompanying dispersed
description of Web services and requests, the usual case is that the requested
functionality does not precisely match with the one provided by a Web service.
If we would have additional information on the relationship between functional
descriptions, we could use this for improving the eﬃciency of semantic matchmaking components.
Consider the following example that we examine in Section 4 in more detail.
There is a request R of ’ﬁnding information on Italian restaurants in Innsbruck’
and some available Web services: W S1 oﬀers a hotel and restaurant guide for
Innsbruck, W S2 is a Tyrol restaurant guide, and W S3 provides information
on restaurants with traditional Tyrolean cuisine in Innsbruck. For detecting
the Web services W S1 and W S2 to be usable for achieving R, we need to run
a discovery procedure between R and each service. Existing developments for
discovery with semantic matchmaking consist of complex, expensive reasoning
procedures (see [17], [13], [15], [24]).
This eﬀort can signiﬁcantly be reduced when knowing and considering the
relationship between R and the Web Services. Imagine that we have the following additional information: R is a specialization of another request RO for
ﬁnding information on restaurants, and from a previous discovery run, we know
W S1 , W S2 , and W S3 are usable for resolving RO . If we compute ∆R,RO as the
logical relationship between the requests, we can determine the Web services
usable for resolving R as those usable for resolving RO that also satisfy ∆R,RO .
Hence, we can replace costly discovery runs for determining usable Web services
for R by a much easier, straightforward, more eﬃcient inference.
This is the motivation and aim of what we refer to as teleological level mediation. Heterogeneities as in the example appear as diﬀerences between functional
descriptions, i.e. between OWL-S service proﬁles or WSMO capabilities. Specifying the functionality of a service or the one required for satisfying a request,
these descriptions are concerned with the application purpose of Web services
which can be referred to as the teleological level of Semantic Web service description ontologies. Knowing the explicit diﬀerences between functional descriptions of Web services and requests allows increasing the eﬃciency of Semantic
Web service technologies by replacing complex reasoning tasks by simpler ones
throughout the Web service usage process.

3

Teleological Level Mediation Techniques

With regard to the above examinations, the following introduces techniques for
teleological level mediation. The basis of our approach are so-called ∆-relations
that explicitly denote the logical relationship between functional resource descriptions. We provide the deﬁnition of ∆-relations, expose their beneﬁcial usage,
and integrate them into the WSMO mediator architecture.

3.1

∆-Relations Deﬁnition

As a basis for eﬃcient resource management by additional information on the
teleological level as outlined above, a ∆-relation denotes the explicit logical relationship between functional resource descriptions. Following [2], this can most
appropriately be described as the logical diﬀerence.
Hence, we refer to this a ∆-relation that consists of two elements: the ∆expression states the logical diﬀerence between functional descriptions, and
the ∆-situation that denotes the type of the relationship between them. Both
can be computed for given functional descriptions. In order to provide a general
deﬁnition that is adaptable to the semantics of functional descriptions in respective frameworks, we apply a set-theoretic model. Referring to [14] for details, the
set-theoretic model deﬁnes that if φ is a functional description it is interpreted
as a subset of the universe U (that is all possible instances of the ontologies used
as terminologies in φ) that satisﬁes φ, i.e. φ ⊂ U.
Following this, the ∆-expression between two given arbitrary logical formulas
φ and ψ is their union without their intersection: ∆φ,ψ = φ ∪ ψ \ (ψ ∩ φ). This
means that ∆ contains those elements that are models for either φ or ψ and not
common to them. Considering the above example of two requests Rφ = ’ﬁnding
restaurants in Innsbruck’ and Rψ = ’ﬁnding Italian restaurants in Innsbruck’,
∆Rφ ,Rψ would be ’all restaurants in Innsbruck that are not Italian’. Using de
Morgan’s laws, we can simplify this formula as follows: ∆φ,ψ = φ ∪ ψ \ (ψ ∩ φ) =
φ \ (ψ ∩ φ) ∪ φ \ (ψ ∩ φ) = φ\ψ ∪ ψ\φ. This states that the desired logical
diﬀerence between φ and ψ is the union of φ without ψ and ψ without φ.
The ∆-situation denotes the type of relationship between formulas, respectively functional descriptions by commonly used keywords. In the example, Rψ
is a subset of Rφ ; we denote is a subsumption relation between Rφ and Rψ .
As it holds in this situation that only those Web services usable for Rφ might
be usable for Rψ by no others, the information on the ∆-situation appears to
be relevant with respect to the aspired usage for eﬃcient resource management
outlined above. Hence, we deﬁne ﬁve ∆-situations that naturally comply with
the degrees of matching identiﬁed in [17], [14]. While in discovery these are used
for denoting the type of commonality between logical expressions, we use them
to denote the type of diﬀerence. The following deﬁnes the ∆-situations and the
simpliﬁed computation of the corresponding ∆-expression:
1. equal: φ = ψ => ∆ = ∅.
this means that the models for φ and ψ are exactly the same so that there
does not exists any logical diﬀerence between them.
2. plugin: φ ⊂ ψ => ∆ = ψ\φ.
this means that all models of φ are also models for ψ but not vice versa. We
can also say that φ is subsumed by ψ.
3. subsume: φ ⊃ ψ => ∆ = φ\ψ.
as the opposite of the plugin situation, this means that all models of ψ are
also models for φ but not vice versa. We say that φ is subsumes ψ. (the
diﬀerentiation of the situations ”subsume” and ”plugin” gets important for
enabling eﬃcient reasoning mechanisms, as discussed below).

4. intersecting: φ ∩ ψ = ∅ => ∆ = φ\ψ ∪ ψ\φ.
if there is no proper specialization or generalization but there exist models
common for φ and ψ, then the ∆ between them is their union without their
intersection - i.e. we cannot simplify the computation of the ∆-expression.
5. disjoint: φ ∩ ψ = ∅ => ∆ = ∅.
if there does not exist any common model for φ and ψ, then we consider the
∆-expression to be empty as there is no correlation between the formulas.
The above deﬁnitions provide a general deﬁnition of ∆-relations between arbitrary logical formulas that can be applied for WSMO capabilities as follows.
As the description of the functionality provided by a Web service as well as for
the requested functionality in Goals, a WSMO capability is comprised of shared
variables, preconditions and assumptions that denote the pre-state, and postconditions and eﬀects that denote the post-state. While the four latter elements are
deﬁned by axioms, the scope of shared variables is the complete capability that
allows specifying the coherence between the pre-state and post-state description
elements of a capability. The intended semantics is that if the input provided
is a valid model for the pre-state, then the execution of the Web service or the
solution of the Goal will result in a post-state that is dependent of the respective pre-state. A formal semantics is under development at the point of writing,
which is based on the notion of Abstract State Spaces wherein a Web service
is understood as a set of state transitions from an initial to a termination state
(see [7] for details).
Following this, we cannot write a WSMO capability deﬁnition in a single logical formula - at least not without respective signature renaming. Hence, we denote the ∆-relations between two WSMO capabilities C1 = (φpre , φass , φpost , φef f )
and C2 = (ψpre , ψass , ψpost , ψef f as a tuple of the ∆-relations between the corresponding description elements whereby the distinct ∆-relations are computed
by the above methods. Hence, under consideration of all ontologies O and mediators M used in the description of two WSMO capabilities C1 , C2 , the logical
relationship between them is deﬁned as follows:
O, M, C1 , C2 |= ∆C1 ,C2 = (∆φpre ,ψpre , ∆φass ,ψass , ∆φpost ,ψpost , ∆φef f ,ψef f ) (1)
This allows performing the desired reasoning tasks for improving the eﬃciency of resource management in Semantic Web service technologies. Thereby,
we can compute the ∆-relations between the description elements of capabilities and reason on these. Dependent on what is to be achieved by working with
delta-relations, we can also transform WSMO capability deﬁnitions into single
logical formulas. ∆-relations between OWL-S Proﬁle descriptions can be deﬁned
in a similar way.
The set-theoretic deﬁnition for computing the ∆-expression is transformed
into the respective description language. For instance, when dealing with ﬁrstorder logic expressions φ and ψ the ∆-expression between them is deﬁned by
∆φ,ψ = (φ ∧ ¬ψ) ∨ (¬φ ∧ ψ); the deﬁnition is analogue for functional descriptions
that use description logics or logic programming with respect their semantics.

3.2

Using ∆-Relations for Gaining Eﬃciency

After identifying the potential of teleological level mediation and deﬁnition of
∆-relations as the main mediation technique, the following exposes the beneﬁts
attainable for Semantic Web service technologies.
As outlined introductory, the main merit of teleological level mediation is to
increase eﬃciency in Semantic Web service technologies. With respect to this, we
distinguish two functional purposes for beneﬁcially utilization: (1) support for
problem and functionality speciﬁcation by reuse and reﬁnement, and (2) creation
of element ontologies with additional information on the teleological level. While
the former purpose mainly refers to support for creating the semantic description
of goals and Web services, the latter facilitates eﬃciency in mechanisms for
automated discovery and composition of Semantic Web services. We explain
this in more detail.
For illustration purpose, let’s consider the following example. A goal G1
deﬁnes buy product, and another goal G2 deﬁnes buy ticket, whereby ticket is
sub-class of product in the used domain ontology. Considering the capability
speciﬁcation of G1 to be φ, and the one of G2 to be ψ, then there is a subsume
situation φ ⊃ ψ so that ∆ = φ\ψ. For the ﬁrst usage scenario, imagine that
G1 already exists and some user wants to deﬁne G2 . As G2 is a teleological reﬁnement of G1 (means: both goals have the same structure, but the object of
interest in G2 is narrower than the one of G1 ), we can use a mediator MG1 ,G2
that contains ∆G1 ,G2 for automatically deriving the speciﬁcation of G2 as it
holds: G2 = G1 \∆G1 ,G2 . Similar, we can create the capability speciﬁcations of
interrelated Web services. Following the concept of weakening and strengthening for describing Problem Solving Methods [10], this simpliﬁes the creation of
problem and functionality descriptions.
Besides, we attain additional information on the teleological relationship between elements that are interconnected by mediators with ∆-relations. Considering such an element collection as a graph, the goals and Web services represent
the nodes and the mediators with ∆-relations denote the arcs that explicitly deﬁne the teleological relationship between the goals and Web services. We refer
to such collections of semantically interlinked elements as teleological element
ontologies that provide additional teleological level information and can be used
for improving eﬃciency of central reasoning tasks for Semantic Web services.
For instance, referring to the above example, imagine that from previous
runs of a Web Service discovery engine we have determined a set of Web Services that are applicable for resolving goal G1 : W SG1 = (W S1 , W S2 , ..., W Sn ).
Because of the situation G1 ⊃ G2 we know that the set of applicable Web
Service for resolving G2 can only be equal or a subset of those applicable for
G1 : W SG2 ⊆ W SG1 . Hence, we can derive W SG2 as those Web services out of
W SG1 that satisfy ∆G1 ,G2 in the mediator MG1 ,G2 outlined above as it holds:
W S ∈ W SG2 ← W S ∈ W SG1 ∧ satisf y(W S, ∆G1 ,G2 ). Although becoming
more complicated when taking ∆-relations between the goals and Web services
into account (see Section 4), this shows that we can omit invocation of a discoverer for determining Web services satisfying G2 - which most presumably is more

expensive than checking this simple inference. Hence, teleological level mediation
signiﬁcantly decreases the reasoning eﬀort in Semantic Web service technology
by following the approach of gaining eﬃciency for automated problem solving
by additional constraints between resource descriptions as presented in [9].
3.3

Integrating Teleological Level Mediation in WSMO

Completing teleological level mediation techniques, the following incorporates
the outlined usage of ∆-relations into the WSMO mediators architecture in
order to attain an integrated mediation model for Semantic Web services [20].
As shown in Figure 1, WSMO distinguishes four mediator types: OO Mediators that connect ontologies and provide data level mediation facilities. GG,
WG, and WW Mediators connect goals and Web services. Each mediator connects source and target components denoted by the denomination preﬁx, and
applies respective mediation techniques in order to resolve and handle the heterogeneities that can potentially arise between the source and target.
As mediation facilities, GG, WG, and WW Mediators can use OO Mediators
for handling data level heterogeneities and may contain ∆-relations as the teleological level mediation deﬁnition. In addition, WG Mediators and WW Mediators
can use a process mediator for resolving behavioral mismatches in communication or cooperation. We consider this mediation framework to be complete for
Semantic Web services as it deﬁnes architectural components that apply appropriate mediation facilities for all heterogeneity types that can appear between
the core elements of Semantic Web service systems.

Fig. 1. WSMO Mediator Topology

There are two aspects to be mentioned for teleological level mediation in GG
Mediators, WG Mediators, and WW Mediators. At ﬁrst, we need to deﬁne the
correlation between ∆ and the source and target components of the mediator. As
discussed above, WSMO capabilities are self-contained logical statements so that
∆-relations refer to complete capability. In consequence, we deﬁne the semantics
of ∆-relations in WSMO mediators as follows:

– ∆ deﬁnes the explicit logical relationship as the diﬀerence between the capabilities of the source S and the target T of a mediator MS,T as deﬁned in
formula 1
– the ∆-situation is deﬁned from the source component of a mediator to its
target component (e.g. plugin(S, T ) denotes that S ⊂ T ); as this information
is needed for prosperous reasoning on teleological element ontologies, it is
denoted in a non-functional type property of the ∆-relation deﬁnition
– in case of a proper generalization plugin(S, T ) or specialization subsume(S, T ),
we can automatically attain Tcap from Scap via ∆ and vice versa:
1. if Scap ⊃ Tcap , then Tcap = Scap \∆S,T and Scap = Tcap ∪ ∆S,T
2. if Scap ⊂ Tcap , then Tcap = Scap ∪ ∆S,T and Scap = Tcap \∆S,T
3. otherwise, T can not be attained directly from S via ∆S,T or vice versa.
Secondly, there is a correlation between ∆-relations in GG, WG Mediators
and WW Mediators denoted by the doted lines in Figure 1. In case the same goals
and Web services are connected by respective mediators, we can derive new ∆relations out of existing ones. For instance, referring to the introductory example
of ﬁnding restaurants in Innsbruck, it holds that ∆R,W S1 = ∆RO ,R ∪ ∆RO ,W S1 .
Such correlations depend on the ∆-situations in the respective mediators and
require further investigation that is out of the scope of this paper. However, this
property allows learning mechanisms for ∆-relations for incrementally increasing
the eﬃciency of Semantic Web service technology.

4

Evaluation by Example

This section demonstrates the usage and beneﬁts of teleological level within
exemplary scenarios in order to verify the above theoretical explorations. We
ﬁrst depict a simple scenario for improving the eﬃciency of Web service discovery
along with exhibiting the modeling of ∆-relations in WSMO mediators, After
that, we discuss more complex scenarios.
The following exempliﬁes the beneﬁts of teleological level mediation for improving eﬃciency in Web service discovery as a core reasoning tasks within
Semantic Web services. Discovery is concerned with detecting appropriate Web
services for a given request or application scenario [14]. Therefore, we re-consider
the introductory example of ﬁnding restaurant information in Innsbruck with the
following goals and Web services involved:
1. GO : a goal for ﬁnding a restaurant in Innsbruck
2. G1 : a goal for ﬁnding an Italian restaurants in Innsbruck
3. W S1 : a Web service ’Innsbruck Hotel and Restaurant Guide’ that provides
information on all hotels and restaurants in Innsbruck
4. W S2 : a Web service ’Tyrol Restaurant Guide’ that covers restaurants in
Tyrol (the state of Austria where Innsbruck is located in)
5. W S3 : a Web service ’Traditional Cuisine in Innsbruck’ that provides information on Tyrolean restaurants in Innsbruck

Obviously, these goals and Web services are related to each other. For the
goals, G1 appears to be a specialization of G0 , and the Web services seem to be
applicable for resolving these goals. If we would have no additional teleological
information, we would have to create each goal separately and run a complete,
most likely complex discovery process for determining which Web services can be
used for resolving the goals. We assume the following situation for demonstrating
how the eﬃciency improvement by teleological mediation: G0 already exists, and
we know from a previous discovery run that all Web services W S1 , W S2 , W S3
can be used for resolving G0 . Now, a user wants to create G1 and ﬁnd usable
Web services. Therefore, we deﬁne a teleological element ontology that consists
of the goals, the Web services, GG and WG Mediators. Figure 2 shows this,
including the ∆-situation and the direction of the mediators.

Fig. 2. Teleological Element Ontology Example

The following speciﬁes the goals, Web services, and mediators as WSMO elements using the Web Service Modeling Language WSML [5], and exempliﬁes the
modeling of ∆-relations. The listing below shows the ontology used as the terminology in this example, the goals G0 and G1 , and the GG Mediator ggMG0 ,G1
(all elements are intended for academic demonstration purpose only and hence
are very limited).
// Ontology used as terminology in example
namespace { ”http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/mediate05example#”,
dc ”http:// purl . org/dc/elements/1.1#”,
loc ”http ::// www.wsmo.org/ontologies/location#”}
ontology ”http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/mediate05example”
importsOntology ”http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/location#”
// an ontology for locations and addresses
concept restaurant
name ofType string
type ofType restaurantType
address ofType loc#address
// pre−deﬁned instances
austria memberOf loc#country
tyrol memberOf loc#state
name hasValue ”Tyrol”
inCountry hasValue austria
innsbruck memberOf loc#city

name hasValue ”Innsbruck”
inState hasValue tyrol
// Goal deﬁnitions (only postconditions modeled here)
namespace { ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0#”,
o ”http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/mediate05example#”}
goal ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0”
// G0 − ﬁnd a restaurant in Innsbruck
importsOntology ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0#”
capability
postcondition
deﬁnedBy
?x[ address . inCity hasValue = innsbruck] memberOf o#restaurant .
namespace { ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G1#”,
o ”http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/mediate05example#”}
goal ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G1”
// G1 − ﬁnd Italian restaurants in Innsbruck
importsOntology ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0#”
capability
postcondition
deﬁnedBy
?x[type hasValue italian ,
address . inCity hasValue innsbruck]
memberOf o#restaurant .
// GG Mediator between G0 and G1
namespace { ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/ggm#”,
o ”http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/mediate05example#”}
ggMediator ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/ggm”
importsOntology ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0#”
source ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0”
target ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G1”
∆−relation
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#type hasValue subsume
endNonFunctionalProperties
deﬁnedBy
?x [type hasValue ?type,
address . city hasValue innsbruck
] memberOf o#restaurant and
not(?type = italian ) .

The GG Mediator ggMG0 ,G1 has the source goal G0 and the target goal G1 .
The diﬀerence between them is that G0 deﬁnes all restaurants as the desired
information, while G1 only desires Italian restaurants in Innsbruck. Hence, as
G0 ⊃ G1 , the ∆-relation is a subsumption from the source to the target goal.
The following shows the capabilities of the three Web services and the ∆relations of the respective WG Mediators with a Web service as the source
and G0 as the target component. Each WG Mediator carries a ∆-relation that
denotes the explicit diﬀerence between the capabilities of the respective Web
service and GO . The ∆-situation as deﬁned in Figure 2 become obvious when
considering the capabilities of GO and the respective Web services. We here
omit structural WSML deﬁnitions due to length limitations and only model Web
service capability postconditions as this is suﬃcient for demonstration purpose.
// WS1 ’Innsbruck Hotel and Restaurant Guide’ capability postcondition
capability
postcondition
?x[ address . inCity hasValue innsbruck] and
(?x memberOf o#restaurant or ?x memberOf o#hotel).

// WS2 ’Tyrol Restaurant Guide’ capability postcondition
capability
postcondition
?x[ address . inState hasValue tyrol ] memberOf o#restaurant.
// WS3 ’Traditional Cuisine in Innsbruck ’ capability postcondition
capability
postcondition
?x[ class hasValue traditional , address . inCity hasValue innsbruck] memberOf o#restaurant.
// WG Mediator between WS1 and G0
wgMediator ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/wgm1”
source ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/WS1”
target ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0”
∆−relation
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#type hasValue intersecting
endNonFunctionalProperties
deﬁnedBy
?x[ address . inCity hasValue innsbruck] memberOf o#hotel.
// WG Mediator between WS2 and G0
wgMediator ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/wgm2”
source ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/WS2”
target ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0”
∆−relation
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#type hasValue subsume
endNonFunctionalProperties
deﬁnedBy
?x[ address . inCity hasValue ?city ] memberOf o#restaurant and not(?city = innsbruck).
// WG Mediator between WS3 and G0
wgMediator ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/wgm3”
source ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/WS3”
target ”http://www.wsmo.org/mediate05/G0”
∆−relation
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#type hasValue plugin
endNonFunctionalProperties
deﬁnedBy
?x[type hasValue ?type] memberOf o#restaurant and not(?type = traditional).

Now we can discuss how the additional teleological mediation information
can be beneﬁcially utilized for gaining eﬃciency in reasoning tasks for Semantic
Web services. As a major one, discovery is concerned with determining appropriate Web services for resolving a given goal. Therefore, semantic techniques are
applied that determine logical relationship between functional service and goal
descriptions in order to increase the accuracy of discovery results. As several
aspects like valid pre-state and post-state detection need to be taken into account, adequate discovery engines for Semantic Web services consists of complex
reasoning procedures (see [17], [13], [15], [24]).
For explaining how the need for such expensive discovery procedures can be
omitted, we assume that all elements of the teleological element ontology shown
in Figure 2 are given (i.e. all goals, Web services, and mediators). Also, we assume to know from a previous discovery run that W S1 , W S2 , W S3 are usable
for resolving GO ; it holds that only these or a subset can be usable for resolving G1 because the subsume situation between the capabilities of GO and G1 .
For a Web service to be usable for the G1 it has to satisfy its object deﬁnition that is strengthened, i.e narrowed in comparison to the one of GO . This

can be determined via the ∆ deﬁned in the GG Mediator ggMGO ,G1 . If a Web
service that is in the discovery result of GO satisﬁes ∆GO ,G1 , then it is usable
for resolving G1 so that: GO ⊃ G1 ∧ (usable(W S, G1 ) ← usable(W S, GO ) ∧
satisf ied(W S, ∆GO ,G1 )). Evaluating this rule determines W S1 , W S2 to be usable for resolving G1 while W S3 does not satisfy the ∆GO ,G1 .
This example has discussed the simplest setting of eﬃcient Web service discovery on basis of ∆-relations. However, the procedure can get more complex
in case that a diﬀerent ∆-relation exists between the source and target goal in
a GG Mediator. While there can not exist any Web service that is usable for
resolving Gy but not for Gx if the ∆-situation is subsume(Gx , Gy ), this can be
the case for diﬀerent ∆-situations. In such cases, the relationship between the
∆-relations in GG Mediators and those in WG Mediators needs to be taken
into consideration. If there is a concatenation of subsumption ∆-relations between goals and Web services we do not even need to evaluate the ∆-relations as
subsume(W S, Gy ) ← subsume(Gx , Gy ) ∧ subsume(W S, Gx ); on the other hand,
in case of a concatenation of intersecting ∆-situations we possibly need to use a
discoverer as the teleological mediation information are not suﬃcient for ensuring correctness of the discovery results. Hence, beneﬁcial usage of ∆-relations for
eﬃcient discovery require more complex algorithms with respect to all possible
combinations of ∆-situations that can occur in GG and WG Mediators. We do
not discuss this any further as it exceeds the aim and scope of this paper.
We have demonstrated eﬃciency improvement for discovery as one main
reasoning tasks for Semantic Web services. However, we can follow the same approach for improving eﬃciency within other mechanisms that are concerned with
teleological level information like service composition. Therefore, we can deﬁne
GG Mediators that establish a collection of sub-goals Gsub1 (Gx ), Gsub2 (Gx ), ...
for some complex goal Gx in the sense of a functional decomposition. If we do
not discover any Web service that is capable of resolving Gx but some services
for its sub-goals, we have determined the input required by a Web service composition engine for dynamically constructing a suitable execution model of the
services usable for the sub-goals. Such application scenarios of teleological mediation need to deal with more complex relationships of ∆-relations that we
consider to be future work.

5

Related Work

We are not aware of any other approach that identiﬁes the need for mediation on
the teleological level for Semantic Web services or provides support for this. Nevertheless, the following outlines work that has inspired the approach presented
in this paper.
The need for eﬃcient resource management has been revealed throughout
our work on reasoning mechanisms for Semantic Web services with respect largescale applicability and the performance problem of complex reasoning systems.
Existing approaches like [11], [24] address this by deﬁning classiﬁcations or architectural constraints as the basis for layered architectures that subsequently

narrow the search-space, i.e. reducing the number of elements that needs to
be inspected in complex reasoning mechanisms. However, these techniques do
not explicitly express the teleological relationship between resources and thus
do not adequately support reasoning on additional teleological information in a
way comparable to the one we have presented.
Our approach for teleological mediation has been inspired by the concept of
reﬁnement in the UPML framework for describing Problem Solving methods [10].
Therein, so-called Reﬁners deﬁne additional constraints referred to as ∆ that
bridge the teleological gap between goals or tasks to be achieved, the problem
solving method that speciﬁes the reasoning process, and the domain knowledge
used for achieving the task [2]. This signiﬁcantly decreases the required coverage
for functionally describing a problem solving method as several aspects can are
eliminated by ∆s, hence allows gaining eﬃciency in the reasoning process for automatically resolving a goal [9]. This work has served as a basis for our deﬁnition
of ∆-relations and their usage for improving eﬃciency in reasoning mechanisms
for Semantic Web Services.
The idea of using information on the diﬀerence between resources for increasing eﬃciency in handling them is also applied in other technologies. For instance,
video compression techniques like MPEG use so-called delta frames that only
specify the changes between consecutive pictures; these are signiﬁcantly smaller
with respect to the amount of data required for speciﬁcation and hence reduce
the ﬁle size of videos [3]. This coincides with the approach of additional teleological information for reducing the reasoning eﬀort for Semantic Web service
techniques as we have presented here.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has introduced the teleological level as a novel aspect of mediation for
Semantic Web services. This level deals with heterogeneities that arise between
functional descriptions of Web services and related elements. We have deﬁned
∆-relations that explicitly denote the teleological diﬀerence between functional
element descriptions, integrated them into the mediation framework of the Web
Service Modeling Ontology WSMO, and outlined how these additional information can be beneﬁcially utilized for improving the eﬃciency of reasoning mechanisms for Semantic Web services.
Teleological level mediation as presented here is diﬀerent from data and process level mediation. While the latter are concerned with techniques for establishing interoperability if this is not given a priori by resolving mismatches,
teleological level mediation is concerned with improving the eﬃciency of Semantic Web service technologies. The elements that are connected via mediators in
a teleological element ontology can reside in a functional manner without the
additional teleological information. In the example on eﬃciency improvement
for discovery we can accomplish the same correct discovery result by invoking
a discovery engine instead of evaluating the ∆-relations. However, eﬃciency of
core technologies for handling Semantic Web services is a crucial issue with re-

spect to large-scale, industrial strength applicability. As teleological mediation
with ∆-relations can signiﬁcantly improve eﬃciency, we consider this to be a
beneﬁcial mediation technique for Semantic Web services.
While this paper presents the foundation of teleological level mediation, future eﬀorts will be concerned with integrating this technique into functional
components for discovery and composition of Semantic Web services as well
as elaboration of advanced algorithms for enhanced reasoning on teleological
element ontologies. In a longer term, we will also consider techniques for automatically learning ∆-relations within Semantic Web service environments that
enable dynamic improvement of a system’s eﬃciency during its life time.
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